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Summary y 
Inn this thesis studies are presented in which the immunologic profile (cellular components) of 
healthyy Ethiopians and T cell immunity against the human immunodeficiency virus in HIV-
infectedd Ethiopians were analysed. The thesis contains two parts. In the first part (part I), T cell 
dynamicss in HIV non-infected Ethiopians is presented as background information to understand 
immunopathogenesiss in HIV disease and for management of HIV patients. In the second part 
(partt II), HLA background and HIV-specific immunity is studied in untreated HIV-infected 
Ethiopianss to determine the 'natural' immunity to HIV and understand HIV-pathogenesis in order 
too be able to develop an effective vaccine. 

Parti: : 
Inn Chapter 2, detailed studies on T cell subsets and activation marker data of adult Ethiopians 
fromm two geographically distinct settings are presented. We were able to demonstrate that the 
loww CD4+ T cell count and persistently activated immune system reported for healthy adult 
Ethiopianss is applicable to other populations in the country. However, our observation of 
differencess in CD8+ T cell counts among populations, which have never been reported by the 
otherr studies on Ethiopians, calls for caution in using results obtained in a particular setting to 
otherr population groups within the country. 

Inn chapter 3, the observations in chapter 2 were further addressed, by studying differentiation 
(CD455 RA and CD27 antigens) and activation markers (HLA-DR and CD38) expression on T 
cellss of neonates (cord blood) and children to explore if there is any genetic basis for the 
immunee dysregulations reported in adult healthy Ethiopians or at which age the immune 
alterationn started. We demonstrated that at birth Ethiopians had CD4 T cell counts, 
predominantlyy of the naive phenotype, comparable to Caucasians. Expression of activation 
markerss (HLA-DR and CD38) on T cells was already high in children under the age of 16 but 
nott in neonates. The change in the proportion of naïve T cells with aging was remarkably faster 
inn Ethiopians compared to the age related change in Caucasians. 

Inn Chapter 4, we performed an in-depth analysis employing markers of thymic function and 
cellularr proliferation to further explain the studies presented in chapter 3. Here, we 
demonstratedd that at birth, the number of T cells that recently migrated from the thymus are 
comparablee between Ethiopians and Caucasians, however differences occur at very early age. 
Chronicc immune activation is already evident in Ethiopian children below the age of 16, as 
determinedd by a significantly lower proportion of naïve CD4+ T cells, which coincides with a 
remarkablee decline in the CD4 TREC content compared to their Dutch counterparts. In addition, 
manyy of the immunologic characteristics of HIV infection were observed in healthy Ethiopians in 
aa non-HIV related chronic immune activation situation, suggesting a key role for immune 
activationn in the immunopathogenesis of HIV infection. 

Partt II: 
Inn Chapter 5, HLA frequencies of HIV infected and non-infected Ethiopians are presented. The 
dataa demonstrated both similarities and differences between Ethiopians and subjects from other 
subtypee C prevailing African countries and Ethiopian Jews. Of note, at the HLA-A locus 
Ethiopianss carry at high frequency a mixture of both HLA-A2 (predominantly Caucasoid) and 
HLA-A300 (predominantly African). This observation was similar to that reported for Ethiopian 
Jews.. There were remarkable differences at the HLA-B locus, however, between the Ethiopians 
studiedd in this thesis, Ethiopian Jews and subjects from HIV subtype C harbouring South 
Africann countries. These differences in the frequency of HLA types might explain the slight 
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differencess observed in the dominant HIV peptides targeted by Ethiopians and HIV infected 
subjectss in the other studies. 

Inn Chapter 6, HIV-1 Gag specific T cell responses in HIV infected Ethiopians were evaluated. 
Althoughh overall HIV Gag specific responses were low in the study subjects, we identified HIV 
peptidess that gave dominant responses. Dominant responses were mainly from the p24 Gag 
regionn and overlapped with recently identified peptides in subtype C infected subjects from 
southh Africa, suggesting that vaccines developed for subtype C infected south Africans could be 
usedd for Ethiopians; however, the slight differences in the regions commonly targeted by south 
Africanss and Ethiopians, suggest that additional peptides may have to be included in the design 
off effective regional vaccines for parts of Africa where subtype C predominates. 

Inn Chapter 7, the role of CTL in HIV disease progression was assessed longitudinally in 10 HIV 
infectedd subjects within a time frame of 5 years. High, broad and sustained HIV-specific T cell 
responsess mainly targeted to the p24 Gag were demonstrated in individuals with a relatively 
sloww rate of CD4+ T cell decline (<15 cells/[_ l/year), whereas poor and declining CD8+ T cell 
responsess were observed in individuals with a relatively fast CD4+ T cell decline <>45 
cells/,, l/year) in the course of HIV infection. Furthermore, individuals in the slow CD4 T cell 
declinee group with sustained HIV-specific responses shared HLA types belonging to the HLA-
B277 supertype, suggesting a protective role for these alleles. 

Finally,, the various studies included in this thesis are discussed in chapter 8. The phenomenon 
off low CD4+ T cell counts and signs of persistent immune activation in healthy adult Ethiopians 
iss a general phenomenon in the country. Indepth studies in neonates and children support an 
environmentall cause and intervention studies demonstrating reversal of immune perturbations 
substantiatee this notion. Thus simple intervention strategies, like antihelminthic treatments, may 
bee useful to overcome the unbalanced state of the immune system in Ethiopians and may be 
consideredd as part of the HIV management package for HIV infected Ethiopians to improve the 
benefitss of ART or HIV vaccines. The identification of immunodominant Gag peptides in 
Ethiopianss suggest that these can be used in a multi-epitope vaccine. The finding of strong and 
persistentt CTL responses in relatively slow HIV progressors over time, substantiates the role of 
HIV-specificc CD8+ T cell responses in the course of HIV disease progression. Thus, the 
informationn is useful for vaccine development strategies, which have focused on the induction of 
sustainablee CTL responses. 
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